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THE LONG-AWAITED IMPLEMENTING 
REGULATION OF CONSTRUCTION LAW
Law No. 2 Year 2017 on Construction Services (“Law 
2/2017”) mandated three implementing government 
regulations. As the implementing regulation of Law 
2/2017, Government Regulation No. 22 Year 2020 (“GR 
22/2020”) was issued earlier this year. GR 22/2020, in 
essence, is a compilation of three mandated 
government regulations that effectively revoked 
previous government regulations.

The scope of GR 22/2020 is very wide and technical. We 
highlight the essential aspects of the regulation below.

Law 2/2017 already set out the criteria  in determining permitted types of construction work eligible 
for certain types of business . Taking such criteria into consideration, GR 22/2020 further provides the 
following:

However, because large business is the highest qualification, such provision might only be 
applicable (and perhaps  is designed) to encourage large and medium businesses to engage in 
services or works on medium and small business levels.
GR 22/2020 provides the following in relation to types of construction services :

i. Allows small and medium businesses to engage in medium and high-risk construction   
 work, only if the required expert(s) is hired .

ii. In the event no qualified business could handle the permitted services or works, a business  
 with a higher qualification may fill the requirement of such (lower) services or works .

I. Types and Forms of Construction Businesses and Services 

A.   Form of Construction Businesses Entity
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Risk, technology, and cost1

Small (including individual), medium, and large (including representative of foreign companies)
Article 38 of GR 22/20203

4Article 39 of GR 22/2020
5Construction consultancy services, construction works, and integrated construction works
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Although unavailable during the publishing of this legal alert, it is expected that a Minister of Public 
Works and Housing regulation (“PUPR Reg.”) will be issued to provide additional information on risk, 
technology and cost of the construction work.

Both Law 2/2017 and GR 22/2020 cite provisions on selecting construction works/consultancy 
services (“Service Provider”) for projects involving state funds  or for public interest . The selection 
process shall be conducted by way of: 

As mandated by Law 2/2017  , GR 22/2020 provides information about certain circumstances 
relating to direct appointment and direct procurement (for projects involving state funds):

i.  For construction works  : 
a. classified project for national interest;
b. failing construction project after re-tender; and
c. government’s assigned project directed to state/regional-owned 
 enterprises and/or its subsidiaries/affiliates

ii.       For construction consultancy services  :
a. repeat order from the same construction consultancy service provider;
b. classified project for national interest; and
c. government’s assigned project directed to state/regional-owned 
 enterprises and/or its subsidiaries/affiliates

1.  Tender         3.  Direct appointment
2.  E-catalog procurement    4.  Direct procurement

II. Selection Process

i. Construction consultancy services cannot be carried out simultaneously with construction  
 work services and integrated construction work services .

ii. Only integrated construction work services may be carried out simultaneously with  con  
 struction work services .

B.   Types of Construction Services

A.        Direct Appointment
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  Article 12 par. (2) of GR 22/20206

Article 12 par. (3) of GR 22/2020
Article 62 of GR 22/2020 jo. Article 42 of Law 2/2017 8

9Article 72 of GR 22/2020 
10Article 42 par. (6) of Law 2/2017
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Article 65 par. (2) of GR 22/202011

Article 65 par. (3) of GR 22/202012



In principle, both Law 2/2017 and GR 22/2020 are silent on the 
selection process of Service Providers for projects that do not 
involve state funds . However, due to the broad definition of 
“state-funds” and “public interest” , it is advisable for the 
Service Provider and the user of the Service Provider/Service User (“Parties”) to obtain full and 
complete information on the offered projects (e.g. source of funds and purpose of the project) to 
conduct the relevant selection process. In addition, particularly for integrated Service Providers, the 
selection (for any project) shall be conducted by way of pre-qualification tender  .

Law 2/2017 already provides general criteria on the scope and coverage of construction work 
contracts . Information about document-related requirements concerning construction work 
contracts can be found in GR 22/2020 . Since the document must be made in Bahasa Indonesia 
(which shall also be the prevailing language if bilingual)  , GR 22/2020 further provides that it shall be 
governed by Indonesian law   . 

In regards to the above, the following shall be noted:
i.  For construction works  : 

i.  Only for small-scale project with certain value  :

ii.       For construction consultancy services  :

a. simple technology;
b. low risk; and/or
c. handled by individuals and/or small business

III. Construction Work Contracts

A.        Direct Appointment

B.       Direct Procurement

i.  For state-funded project:
a.  a standardized document/contract shall be used (which is further 
     regulated by PUPR Reg.)

A.  Model of Construction Work Contract 
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  Article 67 of GR 22/202013

Law 2/2017 and GR 22/2020 does not provide definition on “state-fund”
Elucidation of Article 72 of GR 22/202015

16 Article 68 of GR 22/2020
17 Article 47 of Law 2/2017
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Article 76 of GR 22/202018

Article 50 of Law 2/201719

Article 75 of GR 22/202020

Article 77 of GR 22/202021



b. the parties may determine themselves (subject to criteria set forth by GR  
 22/2020)

a) the delivery system, such as   : design-bid-build; design-build; 
 engineering-procurement-construction; construction management; and    
 partnership.
b) the payment system, such as   : advance payment; by progress; by milestone; and  
 turnkey.
c) the calculation work result, such as   : lump sum; unit price; combination of lump  
 sum and unit price; percentage value; reimbursable cost; and target cost.

a) the Service Provider shall be held responsible during a building failure for a 
 certain period of time, i.e. during the intended lifespan of the building. 
 Particularly, for construction work on buildings with a lifespan of more than 10  
 (ten) years, the responsibility of the Service Provider is limited to 10 (ten) years   
 max   . 

  For non-state-funded project:

  However, in general, the form of the contract shall be made by choosing the following   :

i. The construction work contract shall consist of many documents, such as tender 
documents (technical) and correspondence between the Parties (proposal and minutes 
of negotiation) . Given the possibility of such documents serving as integral and 
inseparable parts of the contract, it is very likely those documents must be made available 
in Bahasa Indonesia. A potential issue may arise if the Parties are using an international 
standardized form of contract (e.g. FIDIC contract), as at the moment there are no official 
Indonesian translations available. Therefore, aside from the cost and time-consuming 
issue, the Parties may have to rely on a translation made by a sworn translator to ensure 
accuracy.

i. The responsibility of building failure shall be determined under the construction work 
contract  . In principle, the responsibilities are held by both Parties:

B.       Language of Construction Work Contract

C.      Building Failure
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Article 75 of GR 22/2020 jo. elucidation of Article 46 of Law 2/201722

  Article 80 par. (2) of GR 22/2020
Article 81 par. (1) of GR 22/202024

25 Article 82 par. (1) of GR 22/2020
26 Article 76 of GR 22/2020
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Article 87 of GR 22/2020 jo. Article 65 par. (4) of Law 2/201727

Article 86 par. (1) and (2) of GR 22/2020 jo. Article 65 par. (1) and (2) of Law 2/201728



b) the Service User shall be held responsible during a building failure after the in  
 tended lifespan of the construction work  .

Please be advised that building failure is subject to determination by an expert assessor  . 
PUPR Reg. is expected to provide specific stipulations on the criteria and definition of an 
expert assessor.

In addition, it shall be taken into consideration that calculation for compensation of damages, 
as provided under the GR 22/2020  , will also be incorporated under the construction work 
contract. 

GR 22/2020 provides further stipulation on Dispute Board, an alternative dispute resolution 
prior to mediation, conciliation and arbitration. The authority of the Dispute Board to prevent 
and resolve a dispute only exists if the Parties have agreed to such mechanisms, which shall 
be stipulated under the construction work contract. A tripartite agreement between the 
Parties and Dispute Board shall be an integral and inseparable part of the construction work 
contract   .

The decision of the Dispute Board shall be final and binding, provided there is no objection 
within 28 (twenty-eight) days after such decision is made   . In the event of an objection, the 
Parties may proceed with mediation, conciliation or arbitration   . The Dispute Board shall 
exist until (i) the expiration of the construction work contract or (ii) as set forth under the 
tripartite agreement   .

Law 2/2017 already provides stipulation on violations imposed by administrative sanction, in 
the form written notice, monetary penalty (fines) and temporary suspension of services, until 
the revocation of license and permit. GR 2/2020 further advises on administrative sanctions to 
be imposed by relevant authorities.

IV.      Dispute Board

V.      Administrative Sanction
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Article 86 par. (3) of GR 22/2020 jo. Article 65 par. (3) of Law 2/201729

Article 85 par. (2) of GR 22/2020 jo. Article 60 par. (2) of Law 2/2017
Article 90 of GR 22/202031

32 Article 94 par. (1) and (2) of GR 22/2020
33  Article 95 par. (2) of GR 22/2020
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  Article 95 par. (3) of GR 22/202034

Article 95 par. (4) of GR 22/202035
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